This paper describes our design of a contents distribution framework that supports transparent distribution of digital contents on the Internet as well as copyright protection of participants in the contents distribution value chain. Copyright protection must ensure that participants in the distribution channel get the royalties due to them and that purchasers use the contents according to usage rules. It must also prevent illegal draining of digital contents. To design a contents distribution framework satisfying the above requirements, we first present four digital contents distribution models. On the basis of the suggested distribution models, we designed a contract system for distribution of royalties among participants in the contents distribution channel, a license mechanism for enforcement of contents usage to purchasers, and both a packaging mechanism and a secure client system for prevention of illegal draining of digital contents.
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copyright. Second, creation of high quality contents is more difficult under these models. For these reasons, it is crucial that the design of a DRM framework guarantees the rights of all parties to the distribution system.

However, existing DRM systems focus on the relationship between media distributors and end consumers. This paper extends the idea of DRM to the complex interactions among all the parties involved in the process of producing content. At this point, even the MPEG-21 framework does not adequately reflect the relationships among all these parties.

Section II.1 defines the terms relating to DRM, which are different from their usual use because they are not yet used commonly in the academic world, and section II.2 explains the relations among the DRM standardization activities. Section III suggests four detailed distribution scenarios for digital contents considering real world distribution channels and explains the difficulty in protecting the rights of the parties of the distribution when the scenarios are implemented on the basis of the MPEG-21 distribution model. We propose a new distribution model to overcome this difficulty. Systems used to implement the DRM framework need many technologies. Section IV explains the designs of the important parts of the systems, section V analyzes the designed DRM framework as to whether it performs the functions, and section VI explains the difference between the DRM framework in this paper and other DRM systems.

II. Related Studies

1. Definition of Terms

This section defines three important terms because these terms have never been clearly defined academically.

- The Digital Rights Management (DRM) Framework

As defined in this paper, a DRM framework enables secure and transparent distribution of digital contents while protecting the rights of creators, rights holders, creation providers, media distributors, and purchasers. Technically, it is defined as a set of technologies and systems that can collectively support the entire life cycle of contents - creation, manipulation, distribution, and consumption - by preventing illegal copying, imposing fees, processing payments, tracking contents, and protecting each principal’s rights and profit [1].

- Packaging and Secure Container

Packaging binds contents and metadata; this includes usage rules, distribution information, contract information, and the digital signature [2]-[5]. This means that the contents and the metadata are encrypted or signed using a key that the certificate authority publishes. The result is called a secure container. This function is closely related to certificate authority and license processing.
• Digital License

A digital license permits a purchaser to do some action (print, play, copy, etc.) using contents. The license includes the key to decrypt the contents, usage rules that describe the period and what kinds of actions the user may make, and so on.

2. Standard

DRM-enabled contents distribution is related to legal infrastructures, standardization, distribution mechanisms, and business models (Fig. 1).

Legal infrastructures such as those of [6]-[9] aim for balance between the appropriate revenue of rights' owners and the interest of individual users.

A DRM framework needs complex technologies as well as standardization to make the parts interoperable. To date, almost all DRM standard activities have been done within various technical areas and genre (media) domains, though some DRM standard activities, like the Open Digital Rights Language Initiative [10] and Extensible Rights Markup Language (XrML) [11] focus on the generic domain. However, there are gaps among these standards and technologies. MPEG-21 deals with these problems. The goal of MPEG-21 is to identify and fill the gaps among various technologies by developing a new standard. Figure 1 depicts various standardization schemes where MPEG-21 is central to the activities.

Part 1 of MPEG-21 starts with setting the vision, technologies, and strategy [12].

Part 2, the digital item declaration, gives the digital items that are objects of transactions [13].

Part 3, the digital item identification, deals with identification of digital items [14].

Part 4 discusses interoperable intellectual property management and protection, which standardizes messages among intellectual property management and protection tools, such as watermarking, authentication, fingerprinting, and so on [15].

Parts 5 and 6 cover rights expression language and the rights data dictionary [16], [17]. Rights expression language defines the standardized syntax and the rights data dictionary defines the standardized terms. These two parts together allow the expression of rights information in a standardized manner.

Digital item adaptation in part 7 allows contents to be adapted while in transit or when offered to users [18].

MPEG-21 goes further to standardize other parts: reference software about implementation in part 8, file format about the structure of MPEG-21 data in part 9 [19], digital item processing in part 10 [20], persistent association for watermarking in part 11 [21], and event reporting [22].

MPEG-21 uses existing standards to integrate the various technologies and fill in gaps. For instance, terms from descriptive schemes such as the online information exchange (ONIX) [23] and Dublin Core [24], are integrated with the rights data dictionary. XML syntax and the resource description framework [25] are exploited by the digital item declaration. Digital item identification allows for existing ID systems, such as content ID [26], the digital object identifier [27], and the unique material identifier [28]. The rights expression language is based on XrML, which is derived from the digital property rights language [29].

A distribution mechanism, which is how to distribute contents from the media distributors to the purchasers, has to be considered to implement the DRM framework. Different distribution mechanisms result in differences, such as different packaging methods, different license mechanisms, and so forth. This paper considers only the download method.

The contents business model includes business to business, business to consumer, peer to peer, broadcasting, and wireless. Each model has various complex business models according to the contents characteristics, established distribution structure, and revenue earning mechanism. Technologies are needed according to the business models. This paper is restricted to the Internet and considers business to business, business to consumer, and peer to peer business models.

III. Proposed Distribution Model

1. Distribution Scenarios

MPEG-21 defines a business model well based on the roles of distribution parties [30], but it cannot support complex and various distribution models of the real world in detail. This section presents in detail four scenarios for digital contents distribution for the Internet based on the business model of MPEG-21. The current DRM system considers superdistribution, but we propose a model that considers the distribution of physical contents.

• Superdistribution [31]

A purchaser provides other purchasers with contents that the purchaser bought from media distributors. This scenario may be implemented with a license mechanism and an ID-based mechanism [32].

• Compound Content Distribution

The role of the creation provider is to create distribution contents. At this time, the creation provider makes a content using several original contents that creators provide. The distribution contents are called compound content in this paper.

• Bundle Content Distribution

Media distributors bundle several distribution contents that creation providers provide.
The difference between compound content and bundle content is as follows. Compound content creates one content where several contents are mixed, for example, an e-book. Only one usage rule exists for the compound content. However, in bundle content, several contents exist independently and are just wrapped in order to make one content including music, musical notes, or the words of a song. Separate usage rules exist for bundle content.

- Many Steps Distribution
  Media distributors can sell their distribution contents to other media distributors. We see this scenario in the real world when wholesale merchants sell their contents to retail dealers.

2. Weakness of the MPEG-21 Business Model

The world of digital contents distribution needs a distribution framework that distribution parties can trust, even though they do not know each other. It is very important to ensure that royalty distribution is made fairly among the parties. It is also important to provide detailed information that can serve as evidence in court in case of disputes.

The following explains the problem of considering only royalty distribution in the MPEG-21 business model when the detailed business models in section III.1 are implemented; this case has a complex relation of rights.
- In the relation between the media distributor and rights holder, the media distributor receives payment from purchasers and sends log information to the monitoring service provider. The media distributor distributes royalties to the rights holders. The rights holders get log information from the monitoring service provider. However, we cannot ensure that the rights holders receive their royalties from the media distributors because it is the media distributor that sends log information to the monitoring service provider and also distributes royalties to the rights holders.
- The same problem exists in the relation between rights holders and creation providers and in the relation between rights holders and creators.
- In case of a rights dispute, no distribution party can present legal data in court.

3. Proposed Distribution Model

The proposed model was designed with the following three important considerations.

First, huge quantities of contents exist on the Internet but much of that content is not of high quality. This is a current problem. Before the problem can be solved, the rights of distribution parties have to be protected. This requires that fair and exact royalties be distributed. If this is achieved, distribution parties can open high quality contents on the Internet.

Second, we cannot technically support all possible distribution models, so we need to select and support some of them. In this paper, we consider the four scenarios described earlier.

Third, this paper assumes that the possibility of illegal contents usage increases as the digital contents distribution progresses from the creator to the purchaser. To prevent illegal contents usage, we apply contract, watermark, and encryption mechanisms step by step as in Fig. 2.

Our distribution model is based on MPEG-21 [30] (Fig. 2). The big differences from the MPEG-21 business model are the distribution information management system (DIMS) and the clearing house instead of the monitoring service provider. In some papers, the clearing house is called the broker [33].

- Functions of the distribution information management system
  - Supports a contract mechanism.
  - Maintains programs for interoperability like packaging, metadata editor, client toolkit, and watermarking [34], [35].

- Functions of the clearing house
  - License processing: Enables the purchaser to play contents according to the usage rules in the license and protects contents themselves from illegal attacks.
  - Financial management: Receives payment from the purchaser and distributes royalties to related parties of the contents distribution chain.
  - Event management: Manages usage history.

The following briefly explains digital contents distribution according to the numbered arrows in Fig. 2.

Step 1. The rights holder, creation provider, and media distributor have to get public key certificates from the certificate authority.

Step 2. When a creator provides creations and metadata to a rights holder, they sign a contract. At this time, the DIMS serves as an intermediary in the contract process. The DIMS keeps the contract. When the media distributor sells the contents, the clearing house distributes the royalties to the creator and the rights holder, getting the contract information from the DIMS.

Step 3. In the same way, when the rights holder gives contents to the creation provider, the rights holder and the creation provider sign a contract. The DIMS also provides a mechanism for the rights holder to write metadata. When the mechanism is used, metadata represented as XML is created and loosely coupled with the content.

Step 4. The creation provider receives a unique number from the DIMS and makes the distribution content and metadata, including the unique number, available for sale and inserts a
watermark in the distribution contents using a watermarking tool provided by the DIMS. Based on the unique number, the DIMS can figure out which contents are distributed under which contract conditions.

Step 5. The creation provider then contracts with the media distributor. If the creation provider gives packaged contents to the media distributor [36], the business model for bundle content distribution is restricted and the secure container cannot include information that the media distributor needs to decide such things as sale policy and location of the secure container for superdistribution.

For compound content, the DIMS checks whether previous contracts have been violated and whether the creation provider can contract with the rights holders again if needed (① in Fig. 2).

Step 6. The media distributor packages the distribution content with metadata using an encrypted key and provides the clearing house with usage rules and the unique ID, as well as part of the key.

Step 7. Media distributors sell their contents to purchasers.

For selling bundle content, the media distributor defines each price and each usage rule for contents in the bundle content so that the clearing house issues a license for all the bundle content as well as licenses for each item of contents in the bundle content (② in Fig. 2). The media distributor can contract with other media distributors if the new contract does not violate a previous contract (③ in Fig. 2).

Step 8. The purchasers pay the bill through a web page that is made by a toolkit program that a payment company supports.

Step 9. The client DRM program sends a usage permission request to the clearing house through the media distributor.

Step 10. The clearing house provides the purchaser with a license that includes the decrypted key and usage rules determined according to a fee policy.

When one purchaser gets contents from another purchaser rather than a media distributor, the purchaser has to get a new license (④ in Fig. 2).

Steps 11 and 12. The clearing house distributes the royalties according to the royalty distribution information from the DIMS.

IV. DRM Framework

1. Metadata

Metadata includes the digital object identifier, content information according to each content type, rights information, distributor information, contract information, usage rules, digital signatures, watermarks, etc. However, the metadata does not include information about the original content [37], [38]. Recently, standardization for integrated metadata containing all the above information has not sufficiently progressed but has
progressed only partly as XrML for standardization of usage rules. This means that XrML does not include all the above information, such as contract and distributor information.

The above metadata has to be made out according to the roles of each entity in the distribution chain and managed systematically in every step of the distribution. For example, a creator writes metadata about content information, but other entities in the distribution chain can modify the metadata. In addition, metadata on distribution information can be made out by each entity.

Metadata has to be designed with a hierarchical structure as well as a nested structure, such as in MPEG-21’s digital item declaration, to support compound content. The metadata also supports sequential structure for bundle content. Because bundle content is a selling content made by bundling independent contents that are made by the creation provider, the framework must support a structure that bundles the metadata and the contents.

Metadata is closely connected with secure containers and licenses, that is, a portion of the content and distribution information contained in the metadata is included in the secure container, which the purchaser can see in the client environment. The license also comprises a part of all the usage rules, which the purchaser selects based on a fee policy.

2. DIMS Server

The DIMS server consists of two subsystems.

The program service subsystem provides interoperability among different participants of the distribution by authenticating and providing basic DRM programs, such as watermarker, metadata editor, and packager.

Second, for protecting rights of distribution participants, the contract subsystem provides a contract environment to make a contact when a distribution participant gives a license to others.

Based on the contracts, the subsystem provides the clearing house with the information necessary to fairly distribute royalties.

A. Contract Technology

The proposed contract subsystem protects the rights of distribution parties from the creator to the creation provider in a value chain. The contract document generated by the subsystem prescribes what kinds of rights to be permitted and how to share revenue. The subsystem provides the clearing house with information that is used to check if the permissions and obligations prescribed in the contract document are fully observed. The subsystem also has to contain detailed information that can serve as evidence in court in case of rights disputes.

The scenario for the contract process in No. 3 of Fig. 2 is described as follows.

**Step 1. Authentication of contract parties**

The DIMS can authenticate the rights holder and creation provider using their certificates.

**Step 2. Make a contract**

The rights holder and creation provider open a chat room to negotiate.

The rights holder draws up an actual contract using the contract templates and the contract data dictionary (CDD) offered by the DIMS.

If the creation provider agrees on the actual contract written by the rights holder, both parties provide their digital signatures.

**Step 3. Delivery of contents and metadata**

The DIMS gets the contract and the contents from the rights holder.

The DIMS gives the contents and results of signing the metadata, including the contract ID, to the creation provider. At this time, a watermark is not inserted into the contents because the creation provider can modify the contents. However, the

---

**Fig. 3. DIMS structure.**
data of the watermark corresponding to the content ID is inserted when the contract between the creation provider and the media distributor is made.

Here we explain the function of the structure elements of the contract subsystem in Fig. 3.

1) CDD Update Module

Using the concept of the rights data dictionary proposed by MPEG-21, a CDD database is made for the elements in relation to the contract.

Table 1 shows an example of a CDD database.

The variable attribute expresses variables that exist in the definition attribute and defines their type.

The faithfulness relation attribute describes the variables for the relations to the next contract if the variables have an effect upon the next contract in the distribution chain. The faithfulness relation is defined as follows. (The prime symbol marks the variable to denote the next contract.)

If the faithfulness relation about the period of contract is \( Y' \leq Y \) as in Table 1, the period of contract \( Y' \) of the next contract is less than or equal to \( Y \).

If the faithfulness relation about the percentage of royalty is \( A' > A \), the royalty percentage \( A' \) of the next contract is bigger than \( A \).

If the faithfulness relation about the requirement condition of security hardware is \( L' \geq L \), the requirement condition \( L' \) of the next contract is satisfied with \( L \).

The attribute value of the packaging metadata is described with XML tags, which have to be inserted into a secure container when the definition of the contract affects the action of the purchaser and must be enforced on the purchaser. For example, if the definition is “prohibit print of contents,” the value of packaging metadata attribute is "<print> NO." 

2) Contents Environment

The contents environment provides an environment to make contract templates using the CDD database and to make actual contracts including the following functions.

- Contractor authentication function
- Function to create online format of contract
- Realtime contract function
  - A multiparty contract is needed to distribute compound contents and bundle contents.
  - A multisignature protocol solves the problem of simultaneous contract signatures of the distribution parties. It also provides a time-stamp that confirms the point of signature time.

3) Contract Management Module and Metadata Generator

The contract management module performs a validation check about previous contracts using the faithfulness relation in the CDD database and provides the result of signing metadata, including the contract ID to parties of the distribution [39].

Metadata and content is loosely coupled from the creator to the creation provider as \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) in Fig. 4. This means that no binding is done between the metadata and the content. This is because when the creation provider modifies the content, it causes the information of the watermark to be broken legally.

When the creation provider and media distributor make a contract, metadata and content are tightly coupled as information of the content ID or contract ID that is inserted into the content with watermarking as \( C_3 \) in Fig. 4. Even though information on the ID (in the form of binary digits) is embedded using a watermarking technique, it can be retrieved safely and is protected against external attacks to remove it. Error correction code techniques, such as Reed-Solomon, Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem [40], Turbo, and Low-Density Parity-Check [41], are often combined in this application so that the extraction does not allow any bit loss of the full code [42]. Even though there has been research on watermarking technology that applies to digital documents, the technology is not yet reliable [43].

A metadata generator creates metadata that is inserted into a secure container using the packaging metadata attribute in the CDD database when the creation provider and media distributor make a contract. The metadata is enforced by the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Headword</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Faithfulness relation</th>
<th>Packaging metadata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Period of contract | Period | The period of contract is from X to Y. | X, Y | \( Y' \leq Y \) | <print> NO <
| | Extension | If contractor B does not request to extend the term of contract before X months on paper, the term of contract will extend 2 years. | X | \( X' > X \) | |
| Usage rule | Print | Contractor B cannot provide the contents with condition that purchasers can print the contents. | | | <print> NO <

---

Table 1. Example of CDD database structure.
When the media distributor sells contents to purchasers, metadata and content are tightly coupled as packaging based on a cipher mechanism.

4) Clearing House Interface

In arrow 11 of Fig. 2, the clearing house can fairly distribute royalties for sold contents as the clearing house obtains information about contracts through the clearing house interface.

3. Packaging & License

This section explains the distribution mechanism among the media distributor, clearing house, and purchaser. At this time, because the media distributor and clearing house are independent of each other, the clearing house cannot see the original contents even if the clearing house publishes a license for the contents.

First of all, this section explains how the media distributor packages contents in view of encryption and then describes what kind of data the media distributor exchanges with the clearing house to issue a license.

The packaging process by the distributors is as follows (Fig. 5):

Step ① The media distributor generates random numbers, such as RC, RCH, RD. Using hashing functions f(), g(), h(), the media distributor generates keys KC, KCH, KD.

Step ② The packaging program gets both raw contents and keys KC, KCH, KD as input and puts the encrypted results into a secure container through the following process of encryption.

\[ E_{KC}[\text{Content}] \] encryption of content under key KC

\[ E_{KCH}[KC] \] double encryption of KC under key KCH first, then KD

Step ③ When the packaging program in the media distributor registers sales contents at the clearing house (arrow 6 in Fig. 2), the program gives an encryption key such as \( E_{KCH}[C_{ID} | R_{CH}] \) to the clearing house, so that the clearing house can make a license in the following way.

\[ E_{KCH}[C_{ID} | R_{CH}] : \text{encryption of } C_{ID} \text{ (that is, Content ID) and } R_{CH} \text{ under the public key of the clearing house.} \]

Figure 6 shows the process for purchasing contents and for issuing licenses. Arrows 9 and 10 in Fig. 2 correspond to arrows ④, ⑤, ⑥ in Fig. 6.
Step ④ Request usage permission: [CID | PID | KU-P].

After payment, a program of the DRM client, which is installed in the PC of the purchaser, provides information, such as the content ID, the purchaser ID, and his or her public key KU-P, for the media distributor.

Step ⑤ Request issuance of license: [CID | KU-P | Usage Rule | EKu-P[R0]].

The media distributor provides the clearing house with information, such as the content ID, the purchaser’s public key KU-P, chosen usage rules, and the encryption of R0, generated as in Fig. 5 under the purchaser’s public key.

Step ⑥ Issue the license: [CID | Usage Rule | EKu-P[R0] EKu-P[KCH]].

The clearing house issues a license that includes the content ID, the chosen usage rules, the EKu-P[R0] that was supplied by the media distributor in step ⑤, and the encryption of KCH under the purchaser’s public key.

When the purchaser receives a license, the program of the DRM client can decrypt EKD[EKcD[KC]] in a secure container (② in Fig. 5) as follows: Both KC and KCH can be retrieved by decrypting EKu-P[R0] EKu-P[KCH] within the license using the purchaser’s private key. By double decryption of EKcD[EKcL[KC]] under key KcD, KcH in the order, key KC can be returned. In conclusion, the packaged contents can be decrypted using keyKC.

There are two important points in designing the license mechanism.

First, we designed the license so that the media distributor and the clearing house may be operated independently. This means that clearing houses are not able to decrypt the packaged contents. Clearing houses must be aware of KC or [KcD, KcH] to be able to decrypt the packaged contents. However, the media distributor provides the clearing house with the encryption of KCH under the client’s public key. Note that the clearing house cannot decrypt the encrypted KcD, so it cannot decrypt the packaged contents.

Second, to decrypt packaged contents, intruders such as hackers, must attack the clearing house as well as the media distributor’s system. The intruders have to get KcD and KcH in order to decrypt the packaged contents. However, the media distributor does not give all the key information to the clearing house, but gives only KcH. The media distributor then deletes KCH from the database.

4. The DRM Client

The DRM client must protect the contents, audit trail, contents usage counts, decryption key, etc., from hackers. If the information is managed by the clearing house, there are two drawbacks: there is a performance penalty for connecting to the server each time contents are consumed, and offline contents consumption is not supported [44].

Technology, such as secure memory and tamper resistance, is needed for the DRM client system. However, this paper focuses on rendering existing contents using existing viewers, enabling them to be used under predetermined usage rules, and preventing any possible illegal reproduction or copyrights infringement.

---

*Fig. 7. DRM client structure.*
Figure 7 shows the structure of the DRM client system that is installed in the purchaser.

- **DRM Core Layer**
  As a program for controlling all the DRM client modules, the DRM core layer performs metadata parsing, control of renderers, decryption of package contents, permission for using contents, etc.

- **Plug-In Layer**
  The plug-in layer enforces the policy of contents usage to renderers. The policy of contents usage is decided as the DRM core layer parses the license or uses information in a secure database. Plug-in is the easiest and safest method for controlling existing renderers, like not-copy, not-print, and control of usage count. However, the plug-in approach may have a limit. If the existing renderer does not support a plug-in mechanism, it can be implemented with a system programming approach.

- **External System Interface**
  The external system interface provides links between the DRM client software and external systems, such as the DIMS and the clearing house.

  When implementing the plug-in mechanism, special regard must be paid to the following factors.

  The first is how to deliver decrypted contents to external renderers. It is here that original content is most susceptible to hackers. The first method to overcome this liability is memory streaming, which directly gives decrypted data blocks to renderers through memory. The second method is filter driving. When a plug-in program intercepts an I/O request from renderers, the DRM client program decrypts the data block that the I/O request instruction requests in realtime, and the data is passed to the renderers through an I/O file system at the kernel level.

  The second method is monitoring actions in relation to usage rules in the renderer. This is crucial for defining usage rules for the purchaser. The first method uses tools (for example, SDK/API) for the renderer itself to provide, such as Acrobat Reader and WinAMP. In the second method the rendering module is made with ActiveX supported by the renderer, such as the DOC and HWP, and the OLE container wraps the rendering module, and the OLE container catches events from the ActiveX program. The third method uses a hooking mechanism that intercepts events between renderers and an operation system like the MS Media Player.

  Of the above methods, the mechanism of memory streaming and tools like SDK are the safest. However, the mechanism has to be supported by the renderer.

V. Analysis

This section explains whether the function of the DRM framework, which we defined in section II, is performed. We describe a fact and a hypothesis and redefine the detailed functions of the DRM framework based on our predefinition in section II. We will also explain how the distribution parties can perform the detailed functions using the proposed DRM framework.

The role of creation provider in the business model allows for fact 1.

**Fact 1.** The creation provider can create new contents by modifying the contents that the rights holder gives.

There is a reliable institution that protects the copyrights of analog contents in the real world. The creators or the right holders register their analog contents to the institution off-line. Therefore, hypothesis 1 is reasonable. Also, the clearing house must be operated by a reliable institution because the clearing house manages the payment process that purchasers take part in.

**Hypothesis 1.** The DIMS and the clearing house are operated by reliable institutions.

The goal of the proposed DRM framework is to protect the copyrights of distribution parties. Requirement 1 defines what kinds of functions the DRM framework has to meet in order for that goal to be satisfied.

**Requirement 1 for the functions of a DRM framework.**

- **Security:** Prevent distribution parties from intentional illegal draining of contents.
- **Security:** Prevent hackers or administrators from illegal draining of contents.
- **Security:** Prevent purchasers from illegal draining of contents and compel purchasers to observe usage rules.
- **Security:** Verify a copyright when illegal distribution of contents occurs.
- **Security:** Detect illegal distributors.
- **Security:** Create a chain of contracts in which later contracts observe the previous contracts.
- **Transparent:** Provide sales reports to related distribution parties.
- **Transparent:** Distribute royalties to related distribution parties.
- **Type:** Support existing types of contents.

Section II defined the DRM framework as “enables secure and transparent distribution of digital contents ….” “Secure” means “not to make illegal use of contents” and “to abide by a contract.” Regarding when the illegal use is prevented, the methods of preventing illegal use are classified as before and after arising. The methods for before-arising
prevention are classified according to performers of illegal use, such as the distribution participant, hacker, administrator, and purchaser (Security\textsubscript{1,2,3} in requirement 1). The methods for after-arising prevention can be divided according to detecting which subjects, such as a copyrighter or an illegal distributor (Security\textsubscript{4,5} in requirement 1). However, we do not consider fingerprint technology for Security\textsubscript{3} in this paper. Security\textsubscript{6} is required to support the value-chain of distribution that allows making a new contract without violating the previous contract.

The meaning of “transparent” is “all the distribution participants related to the selling contents can see the sales report” and “all the distribution participants can receive the royalties due to them” (Transparent\textsubscript{1,2} in requirement 1).

It is very important for the DRM framework to support existing types of contents so that the DRM framework gains popularity in the real world. Thus, we added Type\textsubscript{1} to requirement 1 of the DRM framework.

Definition 1 defines at which parts of the distribution chain illegal acts can occur; this is related to Security\textsubscript{1,2,3,6}. For using the proposed DRM framework, we will explain how illegal acts cannot be committed, except for Security\textsubscript{1}, related to the rights holder and the creation provider.

**Definition 1.** Distribution subjects (or participants in the contents distribution) in which illegal acts occur.

- Rights Holder: Security\textsubscript{1}, Security\textsubscript{6}
- Creation Provider: Security\textsubscript{1}, Security\textsubscript{6}
- Media Distributor: Security\textsubscript{1}, Security\textsubscript{2}, Security\textsubscript{6}
- Purchaser: Security\textsubscript{3}
- Clearing House: Security\textsubscript{2}

Metadata and contents have to be tightly coupled to satisfy Security\textsubscript{1}, which is related to the rights holder and the creation provider using strong security mechanisms, such as watermarks, digital signatures, and encryption technologies. However, these technologies cannot be applied because of facts 1: The digital signature on content by a rights holder becomes meaningless if the content can be modified by the creation provider later. Additionally, the above security mechanisms are not needed because of the trust relationship among the creator, the rights holder, and the creation provider in the real world. Nevertheless, if the rights holder and the creation provider distribute contents illegally, a victim can take lawful measures using the contract document in the proposed DRM framework.

However, if the media distributor sells the contents illegally, the DRM client program can detect the illegal contents because the creation provider provides the contents and metadata coupled tightly.

For Security\textsubscript{6}, the proposed DRM framework can enforce previous contracts because the rights holder, the creation provider, and the media distributor use a reliable DIMS to make a new contract according to hypothesis 1.

For Security\textsubscript{2} related to hackers, the hacker knows that the target content of attacks exists in the system of the media distributor because the system is open on the Internet. For this reason, the system usually saves the original contents in an offline device. The important issue in designing a DRM framework is how to manage the encryption key of the contents (K\textsubscript{C} in Fig. 5). The proposed DRM framework does not save the key in the system, and the system has only one key (K\textsubscript{D} in Fig. 5) of the two keys being used to encrypt the encryption key of the contents. Therefore, even though the hacker attacks the system, the hacker cannot decrypt the contents because he/she only can get part of the keys.

For Security\textsubscript{2} related to the administrator, the media distributor can distribute the contents illegally. However, the proposed DRM framework can detect the illegal contents (Security\textsubscript{1} in requirement 1). The administrator of the clearing house cannot get the original contents because he/she has only part of the decryption keys (K\textsubscript{CH} in Fig. 5).

Security\textsubscript{3} has three detailed functions as follows.

1. Valid purchasers can see or play the original contents.
2. Purchasers can execute the usage rule corresponding to the payment.
3. Purchasers cannot get the original contents illegally.

As the DRM framework encrypts the encryption keys (KD and K\textsubscript{CH} in Fig. 5) with the public key of the purchaser (KU-P in Fig. 6), suitable purchasers can see or play the contents.

The media distributor registers usage rules and prices to the clearing house (arrow 6 of Fig. 2). The clearing house checks whether the usage rule (arrow 5 in Fig. 6) is suitable for payment and issues a license. The plug-in layer of Fig. 7 enforces the policy of the content usage. Therefore, the purchasers perform the usage rule corresponding to the payment.

Regarding function 3 above, the contents are saved at devices in a packaged status, and important information is saved in a secure database. Therefore, the purchaser cannot get the original contents.

Definition 2 defines which participants of the distribution chain perform the functions in Transparent\textsubscript{1,2} and Type\textsubscript{1}. In the following, we explain how the proposed DRM framework performs the functions.

**Definition 2:** Subjects of performing the functions.

- Clearing House: Transparent\textsubscript{1,2}
- Purchaser: Type\textsubscript{1}

The clearing house collects the fee of the contents usage, verifies the related distribution participants through the DIMS, reports the sales information, and distributes fees to the participants.
Table 2. Comparison of DRM systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Microsoft</th>
<th>Intertrust</th>
<th>Adobe</th>
<th>Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independence of</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Partially support</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>participants in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distribution chain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-chain (Sub-business model)</td>
<td>From media distributor to purchaser (superdistribution)</td>
<td>From media distributor to purchaser (superdistribution)</td>
<td>From distributor to purchaser</td>
<td>From creator to purchaser (bundle content, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption mechanism</td>
<td>License (unprotected)</td>
<td>License (unprotected)</td>
<td>Provide encryption to document</td>
<td>License (protected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(key exposure)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRM client (contents type)</td>
<td>Windows Media Player (video/audio)</td>
<td>Inside viewer (all)</td>
<td>Acrobat Reader (PD)</td>
<td>Support external viewers through standard plug-in architecture (all)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The DRM client structure can support the existing types of contents.

VI. Comparison of the DRM Framework

Table 2 shows a comparison of existing DRM systems and the proposed DRM framework.

The item “independence between participants in the distribution chain” means that mutual trust among participants is supported systematically even though the participants do not know and trust each other.

The item “value-chain” means that the system provides coverage from any participant to any participant in the distribution chain of the MPEG-21 business model. This means that the Microsoft DRM system provides coverage from the media distributor to the purchaser, and the proposed framework provides coverage from the creator to the purchaser. Our proposed framework supports superdistribution, bundle content distribution, compound content distribution, and multistep distribution as a subbusiness model.

The item “encryption mechanism” represents the mechanism used when the media distributor distributes contents to purchasers. At this time, key exposure indicates whether the clearing house can obtain the original contents by decrypting encrypted contents using the key registered by the media distributor.

The item “DRM client” represents what kinds of viewer are used to play contents and what types of contents are supported by the DRM systems.

VII. Conclusion

We proposed four different popular submodels of contents distribution in the real world. We also pointed out the weak points of the MPEG-21 distribution business model from the point of view of protecting the rights of distribution participants and supporting the four submodels. We proposed a new distribution model to overcome the weaknesses of existing models. For our proposed model, we designed critical elements or systems for the DRM framework, such as metadata, contracting, licensing, packaging, and clients, to protect the rights of distribution participants.

However, two important issues of the proposed DRM framework remain unsolved. First, we should consider how to store important information, such as usage history and license information, when designing the DRM client. Second, for the framework to be successful, complete standardization should be established.

Our future research will include the following. First, we will investigate the extent to which the proposed framework should be incorporated in the MPEG-21 standardization activities. Second, we will work on seamlessly integrating the existing research in areas such as distribution chain security without any changes in the framework. Finally, in this work, we limited the framework to the download mechanism for distribution, but we intend to research the streaming and live mechanism because it requires a different packaging method.
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